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Lessons from the California
EMF Program (1994-2002)
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Status Quo vs Calif. Approach

• Status Quo
– Hazard Assessment: certain/not, appeal to authority instead of

reasons
– Risk Management: only if certain, no other reasons, yes/no

management.
• Calif Approach

– First explore cheap and expensive alternatives and ask how certain
you need to be to select them, considering ethical and practial
reasons

–  Provide Hazard Assessment  on scale of certainty with reasons for
degree of certainty.

Required Certainty Principle

• The degree of certainty required for precautionary
action ought to get smaller  if the potential hazard is:
– Severe
– Wide-spread
– Irreversible
– Unfair
– Cheap to correct

A Basic Policy Question

• “All other things being equal
how certain must we be of how
much ill-health before we would
opt for cheap or expensive
protective alternatives?”

I don’t require certainty to  do
the following?

• Keep my cell phone off most of the time
• Use ear piece or speaker function
• Place on table 3 feet away before

turning on
• Write down phone messages
• Return calls, then turn off.

Why GOVERNMENTS require
more certainty before

recommending these steps
• Industry lawyers afraid that even

precautionary government recommendations
will support tort law suits

• Industry afraid that “alarmed” citizens will
push for more

• Lobbyists pressure government not to issue
them
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Required Certainty Depends
on Financial Interests

• How many of you think cell phone
companies should pay to lower EMFs
from cell towers?

• How many would pay $1000 for safe
phone?

• How many of you take precautions by
keeping your cell phones off, use
earpieces, never talk in automobile?

Required Certainty also
depends on Ethical World

View

• Duty ethics (Deontological, Kantian)

• Result ethics (Utilitarian)

We ought to do that which
best conforms to Moral Duties

Deontological ethics
• Moses: Honor your

mother and father
even when it is not
cost-beneficial to do
so.

• Kant:Don’t lie no
matter what!

Do that which increases
happiness for the most people

• Utilitarian, Results-
based Ethics

• Jeremy Bentham
• Cost Benefit

Analysis
• Problem: Swamps

minority interests

Different Precautionary Styles

• What protection for
powerline neighbors?

• Utilitarian: Decision
tree: buy up electric
blankets

• E.J. spare no cost to
remove exposure

• Libertarian: Post signs

Examples of Utilitarians,
Kantians

• Utilitarians
– Business interests
– Engineers
– Regulators
– Scientists

• Kantians
– At risk citizens who don’t pay for mitigation
– Right wing ideologues about war
– Left wing ideologues about environment
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California Policy Projects

• How certain of disease to adopt cheap
or expensive power line designs to
avoid EMFs? ( Cost benefit and Ethical)

• How certain of disease to adopt cheap
or expensive designs to avoid EMFs in
schools?( Cost benefit and Ethical)

• www.ehib.org/emf

 60 Hz EMF avoidance
Strategies

• Could set standards( mixture assumptions)
– ICNRP standard of 1000 mG easy to meet
– 2 mG standard very expensive to meet

• Technology requirements (no mixture
assumptions)
– Rephasing inexpensive, removes 80% of

exposure
– Fix net currents, inexpensive removes 80% of

exposure
– Burying lines more expensive
– Distance or behavioral avoidance

Simplified Excel Model
OVERALL ANALYSIS: CAUTION: Total Equivalent Cost per M ile for 35 Years - 115 kV  Line

Distribution Line Retrofit The sliders are set in Alternatives No Change Re-Phasing Underground

Analytica Model TR-115 the middle of  the scale. EMF Health $680,501 $124,205 $12,953

(Costs are per Mile) These values may not be Cost $574,016 $577,436 $3,773,049

reasonable.  For reference, Property Values $0 $0 -$1,685,333

the analysis base case Outages $119,657 $119,657 $111,541

values are in c lolumn B. Total $1,374,174 $821,298 $2,212,210

USER SELECTIONS

Economic Assumptions Base User M in Range M ax

% of  TPC Financed 80% 80.0% 0% 100%

Interest Rate 10% 10.0% 0% 20%

Discount Rate 3% 3.0% 0% 10%

Facts

Probability  of  Hazard ? 0.1 0 1

Risk Ratio ? 2 1 5

Mitigation Ef fectiveness

Optimal Phasing 81.8% 81.8% 0% 100%

Undergrounding 98.1% 98.1% 0% 100%

Total Project Cost Multiplier

Opt.Phasing (1=$1.75K) 1 1 0 3

Undergrounding (1=$1,650K) 1 1 0 3

Property Values (1=$1,685K) 1 1 0 3

Values

One Life-Year Lost $100K $100,000 $0 $500K

One Non-Fatal Cancer $300K $300,000 $0 $500K

One A lzheimers' Case $200K $200,000 $0 $500K

One Person-Outage Hour $10 $10 $0 $20

One Contingency $10K $10,000 $0 $100K
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Even Economists Don’t
Require Absolute Certainty for

Precaution

• Ask how certain
must one be of how
much disease
before adopting
cheap or expensive
avoidance

Ways to see costs and
needed benefits
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Ethical Analysis

• If transmission lines pass closest to the poor
and people of color do we have special duties
toward them?

• How much protection does the majority owe
the minority living near transmission lines?

• Should we increase utility bills a fraction of a
percent to protect the few even if “not cost
beneficial”?
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Toulmin’s Argument Theory
Clarifies the Rhetoric Used

Backing

Warrant

Grounds Claim

Warrants to Guide Decision

• Avoid costly stuff! ( $136 million)
• Do cheap stuff. (Increases bill 0.06%)
• Is it cost beneficial ( @ $5 million/life)?
• Ought to cure an injustice
• Avoid lifetime risk to exposed > 1/100K?
• Avoid risks visible in national rates

WHO’s Recent EMF Rhetoric
• Grounds:

– Childhood Leuk Rare
– “High” exposure rare
– Number of attributable

annual cases small if any
– % of National  attributable

cases small if any
– Not very certain there is any

risk
– But IARC says its “possible

carcinogen”

• Claim:
– Therefore, although,

precautionary
actions are
warranted, only
VERY LOW COST
precautionary action
should be taken.

What is the Unstated
Warrant?

• Even if IARC says an agent is a
possible carcinogen, and even if the
possible risk to the few exposed people
is substantially above regulatory de
minimis risk, if its mitigation will not be
reflected  in perceivable changes in
overall national rates, only very low cost
precautionary action should be taken

What’s Wrong with this
Unstated Warrant?

• First it is unstated so that its implications and general
applicability cannot be questioned by stakeholders.

• Second if used as a general rule it would invalidate
virtually all occupational regulation, since most high
risk occupations have small populations whose
benefit would not change nation-wide disease rates.

Why did WHO use that
Rhetoric?

• Ongoing struggle to get 3rd World elites to
invest in public health instead of  prestigious
tertiary hospitals.

• They are used to using utilitarian “burdens of
disease” arguments.

• Utilitarian perspective tends to forget unjust
exposures to small populations like workers
or people next to powerlines.
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How to Package Degree of
Certainty to Fit all Ethical

World Views?
• Acknowledge diversity of opinion
• Avoid “ virtually certain hazard” vs “not

virtually certain hazard”

• The law has two standards of certainty:
– More likely than not( civil case)
– Beyond a reasonable doubt (criminal case)

Transparency: Calif. Used
Degree of Warranted Certainty,

not “Yes/No”

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
A Virtually Certain
    Risk
B Strongly Believe
C Prone to Believe
D Close to Dividing
    Line
E Prone not to
    Believe
F Strongly Believe
    Safe
G Virtually Certain
    Safe

Why “Strength of Certification”

• “Likelihood of Causality” or “Probability that it is
Causal” evokes Platonic Quality “out there”.

• “Degree of Certainty” evokes a subjective state that
might be unwarranted.

• “Strength of Certification” clarifies that it is a
warranted official action done by some real persons (
like the inspectors who inspected your beef steak and
certified it as Grade A)

Strength of Certification Terms

• Very Strongly Certify the X causes an
increased risk of Y

• Strongly Certify…..
• Moderately  Certify…..
• Close to dividing line of certifying or de-

certifying
• Moderately deny X as a cause of Y
• Strongly deny
• Very strongly deny.

Why Avoid Dichotomous
Certifications?

•  If the quality of beef steaks are certified
from F to A  you want your restaurant to
tell you  the exact grade and not“this
steak is not Grade F”

• Some people will only act on “very
strongly certified as causal” while others
will act on “moderately certified as
causal”

How California Risk
Assessment Process Differed

From IARC’s
• A risk evaluation guideline was prepared, submitted

to public comment, revised and approved by an
external advisory committee
– A) Warranted certainty categories
– B) Agreed upon inference rules to warrant degree of cert.

• Risk Assessment done by government scientists
submitted to public comment and approved (with
reservations) by external advisory committee

• All meetings open to public
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PROBLEM WITH IARC
CLASSIFICATION

• How “probable” is Class 1 B “probable carcinogen”?
• What does Class 2 B “possible carcinogen” mean?

“Not impossible”? “Just short of more likely than not?”
Coffee and Fiberglass are both in 2B.

• Committee diversity suppressed
• Hinges on adjectives about likelihood of bias and

confounding in Epidemiology

Transparent Justification of
Claimed Degree of Certainty

of Hazard
• Traditional risk assessments are heavy on

documenting factual grounds but justify
conclusions through appeals to authority:
“The IARC committee concluded  X after
viewing all these studies”

• California risk evaluation guidelines tried to
specify the inferential rule to:
– Warrant admitting a study into evidence
–  warrant degree of certainty.

BACKING
Studies: blood enzymes are higher
in MI  patients than in those with
other causes of chest pain

 General Rule to
Warrant Claim
If a patient’s enzymes are high and
he has chest pain, one  can  increase
one’s certainty  that  he has (MI)

Grounds
On the basis of
age and weight
one suspects MI
 a priori.

The patient’s
blood enzymes
are elevated.

There is chest
pain

Claim

One should
increase
one’s degree
of certainty
that patient’s
chest pain is
caused by MI
as opposed to
other causes.Rebuttal

All other evidentiary tests
being equal

Streams of Scientific Evidence
to produce degree of Certif

• Biophysics on field’s effect on chemistry
• Physical chemistry on molecular result
• Molecular biology on DNA,RNA,Protein
• Cellular biology on cellular effect
• Pathophysiology on cancer mechanism
• Toxicology or whole animal experiments
• Epidemiology
• Exposure assessment to describe reality

Disciplines use different
Warrants

• Physicists
• Engineers
• Molecular biologists
• Toxicologists
• Epidemiologists

Bird Navigation

• Very small changes in geomagnetic
field ( less than milligauss) used for
navigation (whole animal experiments)

• Aspect of EMF mixture identified
• What is biophysical mechanism to

detect such small fields?
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EMF Health Effects

• Epidemiology suggests them (not human
experiments)

• What aspect of EMF “complex mixture” is
relevant?

• Direct physical disruption or “confusing
message”

• At chemical level, or requires enzyme system,
intact cell or intact whole organism?

Bayes’ Theorem, the
Universal Rule to Warrant

Degree of Certainty

• Prior Odds * Relative Likelihood of Evidence=
Posterior Odds

Example of Bayesian Thinking

• Prior Odds of Man-of-War winning the Derby
are high because he has won all prior races.

• Just before the Derby race I see him limping.
Limping is relatively less likely among winners
than among losers. Relative Likelihood is a
number less than 1.00.

• Multiplying Prior Odds by a number less than
1.0 gives a Posterior Odds that he will win
that is lower than the Prior Odds

 Display Disagreements on Prior
and Posterior Certainties

ONDITION REVIE-
WER

IARC
CLASS

CERTAINTY PHRASE IRL DEGREE OF CERTAINTY FOR POLICY ANALYSIS THAT AN AGENT (EMFs) INCREASES DISEASE
RISK TO SOME DEGREE

Confidence that
Could Cause

miologically
able Disease

1

2

3

N.A. Prone not to believe

Strongly believe not

Strongly believe not

1

1

1
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Leukemia
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3

1

2B

2B

Prone to believe

Close to dividing line

Close to dividing line

29

21
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HAZARD IDENTIFICATIONS
(1)

• •

o To one degree or another all three of the DHS scientists are inclined
to believe that EMFs can cause some amount of increased risk of
childhood leukemia, adult brain cancer, Lou Gehrig’s Disease, and
miscarriage.

• •  They strongly believe that EMFs do not increase the risk of birth
defects, or  low birth weight.

• •  They strongly believe that EMFs are not universal carcinogens,
since there are a number of cancer types that are not associated with
EMF exposure.

•

 Packaged Probabilities
Several Ways

• Hi EMF doubles the risk of leukemia
• It multiplies national rate  only by 1.05
• The highly exposed add 1/1000 risk
• The risk it adds is 100 x de minimis
• The highly exposed have 99.8% chance

of escaping leukemia
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Further Reading
• See www.ehib.org/emf for program products and on-

line decision models
• Neutra RR in Wiedemann&Schutz eds Role of

Evidence in Risk Characterization, Wiley VCH, 2008
• Von Winterfeldt, Eppel, Adams, Neutra et al.

Managing Potential Risks.., Risk Analysis 2004;6(24)
1487-1502

• Neutra RR in Baker and Nieuwenhuijsen eds
Environmental Epidemiology, Oxford 2008


